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Problem statement

 Improved duplicate elimination can 
reduce storage and bandwidth 
utilization in content-addressable 
storage networks. 

 Can we improve the duplicate 
elimination that can be obtained in 
storage systems?.



  

Fingerdiff
 A data partitioning technique that 

provides better duplicate elimination in 
storage system while introducing fewer 
overheads.



  

Fixed size chunking (FSC)
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Content determined chunking (CDC)
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Avenues for improvement of CDC

 Variable sized chunks but with a small margin 
of error.

 Size of any new chunk is the expected chunk 
size with a small margin of error.

 Large expected chunk size implies large sizes 
for all new chunks

 Small expected chunk size implies many small 
sized chunks resulting in large metadata 
overheads. 



  

fingerdiff
 Goal:

 Be able to partition objects into very small chunks 
without imposing overheads of too many chunks.

 Solution:
 Partition into small chunks only when necessary. 

(i.e. in regions of change).
 Coalesce small chunks into larger chunks 

wherever possible. (i.e. in regions of no change).



  

fingerdiff

Hash Fingerdiff tree
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fingerdiff

Fingerdiff tree
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Storage space consumption



  

Total Network Traffic Consumption for gcc
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Conclusions

 Existing object partitioning techniques 
cannot improve the duplicate 
elimination without increasing the 
metadata management overheads 
imposed on the system.

 Fingerdiff enabled duplicate elimination 
provides better storage and network 
utilization over existing techniques.


